Drydocks World – Dubai has a long established reputation as a premier repair, conversion and new building yard.

Strategically located close to the leading terminals of the Middle East, Drydocks World – Dubai is well placed to serve customers from across the globe.
DRYDOCKS WORLD - DUBAI
FACILITIES
(YARD SITE - 53 HECTARES)

YARD CAPACITY
Dock No.1                                    366 X 66 M
Dock No.2                                  521 X 100 M
Dock No.3                                    411 X 80 M
Floating Dock                              205 X 32 M
Berths                                        3,130 M long
11.5 M deep

NEW BUILDING FACILITY
Steel Fabrication Capacity:
Hydro-lift (Float Out) Facility:
2x2 Transports:
Grand Assembly Area:
Panel Assembly Area:

• Maximum weight of vessel/off-shore structure that can be transferred – 8,280 tonnes

SAND SUCTION DREDGER
• L 40m x B 10m x D 3m
• Hopper capacity sand 2t/m³ – 250m³

HEAVY DUTY ROLLING MACHINE
Plate thickness 115 mm, minimum diameter of rolled plate is 900 mm and length 3050 mm

MANDREL PIPE BENDING MACHINE
• Round Tubing Mild Steel 120mm X 8.6mm Dia
• Round Tubing Stainless Steel 120mm X 4.0mm Dia
• It is equipped with standard CNC control and Etranstop V3 Kali collision programme

WORKSHOPS

Steel Shop
- Covered area / 1640 sq. m
- Open welding area / Fabrication area - 995 sq. m

Mechanical Shop
- Area: 1,279 sq. m
- Equipped with the world’s largest boring machines, a 20 meter shaft lathe, a 20 tonne balancing machine and a sophisticated modern machine tool

Cryogenic Room
- Area: 320 sq. m
- Equipped with the world’s largest boring machines, a 20 meter shaft lathe, a 20 tonne balancing machine and a sophisticated modern machine tool

Pipe Shop
- Covered area for prefabrication and welding - 1200 sq.m
- Open area - 1,400 sq.m
- Productivity of 1,000 dia. joining per month

Electrical Shop
- Area: 1,400 sq.m
- Rewinding of 10,000 KW motors and overhauling power transformers
- Testing motors of 11KV & 10,000 KW capacity
- Overhauling motors of 45 tonnes weight and 12 MW & 11 KV capacity

Hull Treatment
- Hull and DT of over 1 million sq. m. annually

EQUIPMENTS

Floating Crane
- 2000 tonnes

Gantry Crane
- 300 tonnes

Kone Crane
- 300 tonnes

Crawler Cranes
- Max. lifting capacity of 280 tonnes

Overhead Cranes
- Max. lifting capacity of 120 tonnes

Mobile Cranes
- Max. lifting capacity of 100 tonnes

WAREHOUSE

Warehouse: 5400 sq.m
Air-conditioned storage area: 1400 sq.m
Dry Room: 100 sq.m
Open Storage Area: 16,300 sq.m
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